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Watercolorist Diane Phalen is best known for her popular Americana quilt series-a vibrant collection

of paintings featuring the flowers, cottages, barns, country stores and Amish country life that reflect

her childhood in the beauty and simplicity of the rural Pennsylvania countryside. Space to note

everyday plans and events. Holidays and special days highlighted.
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Watercolorist Diane Phalen is best known for her popular Americana quilt series-a vibrant collection

of paintings featuring the flowers, cottages, barns, country stores and Amish country life that reflect

her childhood in the beauty and simplicity of the rural Pennsylvania countryside. Hometown:

Bethlehem, PA

This is the beautiful art that we expect from Ms. Phelan but the print quality of this calendar is not

that great. Hope next year's will be better. I'll probably try and get a look at it in a brick and mortar

before purchasing. Paper quality is good but the printing is not so good. I'm giving it a 3 based

largely on the art and paper. If I was just rating the printing, I'd go with 1 star.

I love Diane Phalen's scenary with quilts artwork. I have her calendar hanging up by my desk at

work. I love looking at the calendar scenes at random moments during my busy day and take a

couple moments to escape.



The large quilt show in Sisters, Oregon the second weekend in July features many quilts like the

ones shown in the calendar so I purchased for a friend to reminder her of our lovely country.

OxenrideI thought that I was getting a 2013 calendar. I was very surprised to see that it was a 2012

calendar.

the calendar is splendid. the service of e was very good and quick! Everything day i look to it with

pleasure!

You won't find any quilt patterns in this calendar. What you will find are pictures that have quilts in

them. 12" x 12" photos show wonderful scenes each of which has a quilt somewhere in it.The

calendar has large squares to keep track of your busy schedule. Each painting is shown at the top

and the bottom has a nice sized square for each day of the month. There are also month before and

month after calendars, along with one square containing information about the painting.Painter or

quilter, you can enjoy this useful calendar all year long. I am even thinking of framing the photos to

hang in my sewing room.
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